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- Create an FPS experience which is unique enough to interest
players but familiar enough to have mass-market appeal.
- Avoid stereotypical plotlines and gameplay environments by
creating a fully fleshed out, original world.
- Couple 1st person combat with 3rd person action/adventure
gameplay in order to create a more immersive and intuitive
FPS experience. Create more realistic, organic level design
and more intuitive puzzles by focusing on acrobatic abilities to
overcome obstacles.
- Create a robust strategic naviagation system for the enemy
AI that allows them to perform all the acrobatic abilities of the
player character; thus enabling them to navigate the levels in a
realistic and intimidating fashion.
- Make the player feel like a badass, resourceful, action hero
who is a member of an elite team facing impossible odds.
Accomplish this goal by allowing the player to perform incredible
feats of strength and agility during the course of normal
gameplay.
THIS INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED ON A CONFIDENTIAL BASIS. NO COPIES SHOULD BE MADE OF THE CONTENTS
NOR DISCLOSED TO ANY PARTY WITHOUT THE PRIOR AUTHORIZATION OF BLUE OMEGA ENTERTAINMENT.

GAME DESIGN OVERVIEW

epic worlds

In a time when most next-gen games are simply focusing on more characters, more normal maps, more
particles, more physics, Damnation will move beyond those new norms, and differentiate itself by providing the most
epic, seamless, streaming levels ever seen in an FPS. Damnation will bring the vastness and sense of real-world space
that is so lauded by industry professionals and fans alike in games like ICO and Shadow of the Colossus to a more real,
immersive and mainstream gaming experience. Damnation’s levels are true organic 3D spaces. They cover not only
miles of horizontal distance, but also many thousands of vertical feet. As players travel over and under and through
various locations, they will be able to see more than 3 hours of actual gameplay stretching out before and behind them,
unobstructed by distance fog or clipping—giving the player an unparalleled sense of space and grandeur never yet
attempted by a mainstream game.

fresh, new twist on fps gameplay

Damnation is the next step in the evolution of First Person Shooters. Half-Life added adventure-game-style exploration
and character interaction to the genre. Halo added fun vehicles and a slick, pick-up-and-play design. Now, Damnation
adds the ability to interact with the environment like a Hollywood action hero. Players will be able to climb steep cliffs,
swing on ropes over yawning abysses, wall-hug along tiny ledges, use zip lines, and engage in many other exciting
methods of world-navigation previously unavailable to FPS characters. Successful FPSs like Chronicles of Riddick have
begun to explore this concept, but Damnation takes it to the next level while maintaining a clean, intuitive interface.

engaging story

The Blue Omega team is committed to presenting the deepest story ever written for a mainstream action game without
bogging down gameplay or resorting to extended talking-head cinematics. In the tradition of Half-Life 2, Damnation’s
story will play out mostly in-game with only the occasional, brief cinematic sequence.

next-gen artificial intelligence

With games quickly reaching the perceived pinnacle of photorealism, the next step to providing the consummate
immersive experience is next generation artificial intelligence. Taking a cue from games like F.E.A.R. and Far Cry,
Damnation will revolutionize FPS AI by creating the most robust strategic navigation system ever conceived. Damnation
enemies will be able to navigate anywhere the player can. They will be able to jump gaps, swing on ropes, shinny along
ledges, and vault over fences and many other obstacles. The player will have no safe place to hide. Complemented by a
robust tactical decision-making system, Damnation’s AI will be a force to be reckoned with. In addition, with hundreds of
animations per character, Damnation’s enemies will showcase the most detailed AI routines yet seen in a videogame.

incredibly fluid animation

Damnation’s animation system is being constructed around groundbreaking root-motion technology that allows
animators to directly control characters’ movement through the game world on a per-frame basis, rather than relying
on programmers to control character motion and speed. Gone are the days of sliding feet and snapping animations.
Coupled with inverse kinematics and a new blending system, Damnation’s animation will push next-gen graphics even
further, allowing for more fluid and lifelike motion than ever before.

exciting vehicles

Players will have access to blazingly fast, agile, and powerful vehicles for use in combat and puzzle solving. Ranging
from high-speed motorcycles that can drive on walls to 10-story-tall tanks that can blow through entire buildings, players
will be doing everything from Motocross-style jumps and tricks to citywide destruction from the seat of their vehicles.

unique weapons

Triple-barrel shotguns, dual-wielded 32-shot revolvers, and rocket launchers that fire nitro-glycerin-tipped-arrows are
only a few of the weapons that players will use in Damnation. All of Damnation’s weapons are designed to be at once
comfortably familiar and interestingly different. Players will have access to railguns, machineguns, shotgun-shell-firing
pistols, and many other weapons – all designed to provide an impressive and varied FPS experience.
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robust multiplayer features

The convergence of Damnation’s features creates dynamic new multiplayer possibilities, making popular gametypes
even more exciting. Damnation’s combat system encourages multiplayer cooperation by making navigational objectives
dangerous to accomplish. Since the player is in 3rd person when climbing or using objects, the player character’s hands
are visibly occupied and, thus, they cannot use their weapons while climbing ladders, swinging on ropes, using switches,
etc. As a result, to accomplish required objectives in Capture-The-Flag-style gametypes, defenseless team members
must rely on teamwork for their very survival. Deathmatch players must decide whether exposing themselves by climbing
a ladder to a good sniping point is worth the danger involved. Strategic team coordination, flanking, and suppression fire
become the order of the day – adding a deep, new tactical layer to multiplayer FPS combat.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Damnation melds many features of 3rd person action/adventure games with FPS combat. This
combination has been used before, resulting in both critical and financial success. Below are some of
the top games in both genres, some of which use the same overlapping mechanics as Damnation.

3rd person adventure
Prince of Persia Series

1st person shooter
Half Life 2

God of War

Halo Series

Most Immersive FPS Story To Date
Innovative Use of Physics

Fluid Animation
Impressive Physical Abilities

Fun Vehicles
Tight Controls
Stellar Multiplayer Features

Strong Story
Epic Levels and Puzzles

ICO and Shadow of the Colossus

F.E.A.R.

Awe-Inspiring Epic Level Design
Strong Attention to Art Direction
Clever Puzzle Design

Fantastic Tactical AI
Amazing Particle Effects

Far Cry

Tomb Raider Series

Lush Environments
Intelligent Strategic AI

Indiana Jones -style Action Hero Feel
Puzzle Solving and Shooting
Adventurous Environments

Far Cry Instincts

Exciting Vehicle Sequences

selected 3rd person mechanics with fps combat
Chronicles of Riddick: Escape from Butcher Bay
Hollywood Feel and Production Values
3rd person Abilities (Ladder, Climb Box, Monkey Bars, Etc)

Perfect Dark: Zero

Great Weaponry and Weapon Animation
3rd Person Abilities (Ladder, Roll, Cover, Etc)

Oddworld Stranger

Original Setting
3rd Person Abilities (Climb Rope, Slide, Run Fast, Etc)
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what makes damnation different?

What differentiates Damnation from its competitors is that it provides improvements and variations on established
gameplay mechanics in a way that makes the overall experience feel excitingly different from what has come before, yet
comfortable to the average gamer.

True Immersiveness

With immersiveness now so important in next-generation games, Damnation’s FPS gameplay enhancements have been
focused on making the game as intuitive as possible. By allowing the player to use their in-game body to solve real-world
navigational problems in a real-world fashion, Damnation creates a more immersive FPS experience than ever before.
To get past a gate in a fence, players do not have to find the red key card or perform a complicated and obtuse series of
actions. Instead, Damnation’s 3rd person mechanics allow the player to overcome the obstacle exactly as they would in
real life -- by climbing over the fence.

A Greater Whole

It is not the individual elements of Damnation that make it an unparalleled gaming experience – it is the combination of all
these various familiar gameplay systems interacting with one-another than makes Damnation stand above the rest of the
crowd. After playing Damnation, anyone will be able to see that it represents the future of FPS gaming.

A New Experience

In no other FPS to date can you fight against enemies who are capable of making strategic decisions to shinny along
thin ledges, swing and climb on ropes, use zip lines, climb ladders, vault over fences, ride vehicles, or engage in myriad
other actions to flank, surprise, and out-maneuver you. Those sorts of actions are usually left only to 3rd person action/
adventure game protagonists. In Damnation, not only is the player capable of these actions, but the enemies are as well.
Because of this, Damnation level designers are creating environments far beyond the navigational complexity of the
average game. Gone are twisting hallways and open arenas. In their place are detailed, organic environments filled with
interactive objects that can be climbed on, around, over, through, and under by both the player and their opponents.
The gameplay experience of Damnation is exemplified by intense battles with intelligent enemies in epic environments of
dizzying height and scale.

GAMEPLAY EXAMPLE
vehicles

The player is riding a motorcycle along a perilously thin cliff, high on a canyon wall. To their right, a sheer cliff wall, to their
left, an abyss. The path becomes a series of rickety, wooden platforms up ahead as it turns to the left. Several of the
platforms have been destroyed, however. Rather than plummet into the depths of the canyon below, the player dodges
the gap by quickly riding up onto the wall to the right and driving along it for the length of the gap in the platform.

navigational puzzles

As they return to the ground, they see a gap ahead with no landing area on the other side. There is, however, a rope
with a box hanging off it, about 50 feet from the end of the gap, connected to a crane above. The player jumps their
motorcycle off the end of the path. In midair, they leap from their doomed vehicle and grab the rope. As the bike falls to
the ground thousands of feet below, the player slides down the rope until they see a small notch in the rock. The rock is
too far away to jump to, however. The player shoots the part of the rope below them that is holding the box. The box falls
away and, with the heavy weight removed, the rope is now free to swing. The player swings on the rope and jumps over
the nothingness below them to grab the ledge. They shinny along the ledge and pull up onto a large plateau lower down
on the canyon wall.

combat

Walking along the plateau, they come to a small camp. Up ahead is a platform with a zip line that goes high over the
player’s head and ends behind them. There is some debris scattered about and several enemies patrolling the area.
This middle of the area is clear except for a large hole in the ground and a crane nearby, but the sides have fenced off
sections.
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The player shoots one of the patrolling enemies. Of the remaining enemies, a few dive for cover while two others rush the
player. One enemy dodges to the right and takes the long way around, weaving between the crates and ultimately vaulting
over one of the fenced areas on the side, so that he can flank the player from relative safety. The enemies on the raised
platform realize that they are in a vulnerable position and so one of them slides down a ladder and quickly takes cover
behind a crate. Another grabs the zip line and slides down yelling, “I need cover fire!” His buddies lay down suppression
fire, leaning out from behind corners or rising up from behind debris, as he drops down behind the player and attacks.
While the player is distracted, a couple of enemies take this opportunity to vault over the debris that they had been using
for cover and rush the player. One of them runs around the hole in the middle of the area, but the other jumps to a rope
hanging from the nearby crane and uses it to swing across the gap, landing right next to the player. While the player is
occupied with this new danger, the other enemy completes his circuit of the hole and attacks the player from behind.

exploration

After finally dispatching their foes, the player surveys the destruction they have wrought, searching for a clue as to the
next direction they should go. A thin pipe runs along the cliff wall close at hand, supplying water to nearby buildings from
a pump lower down the canyon wall. Perhaps if they enter one of the buildings on the plateau they might be able to reach
the roof and jump from it to grab the pipe.

WEAPONS
Damnation’s weapon system gives the player four total holsters on the

player character’s body to which they can equip weapons. The two
holsters on his belt are for handguns that take only one hand to use. These weapons
can be dual-wielded. The remaining two holsters on his back are for two-handed
rifles that cannot be dual-wielded. All four of these weapons are visible on the player
character’s body when equipped – allowing the player to see their customization of the
character.
The player can also carry explosive trip-mine/grenades that can be either thrown at
enemies or set as traps. These are not individually visible on the player character’s
body.

dual-wielded
Autorevolver

A 32-shot revolver. Equipped with 4 cylinders that
each contain 8 shots, this gun has a quick fire rate and good stopping power. Dualwielded, it approaches machinegun fire-rate but with a stronger kick to each bullet.

Golden Eagle Pistol

A pistol that shoots 18-gauge shotgun shells loaded into the gun via a clip. Its spread
makes it an attractive alternative or complement to the Autorevolver. Less powerful than
the Shotgun, this pistol more than makes up for its decreased power by the fact that it
can be dual-wielded – effectively doubling its rate of fire over that of the Shotgun.

Spike Gun

A power tool developed for shooting spikes into railroad ties, this has become a weapon
in Damnation’s war-torn world. The force behind this weapon’s spikes is impressive
– capable of pinning enemies to the wall and knocking them off their feet. When up
against armored foes, it has magnetic homing that can be used to turn the tables on a
mechanized opponent.
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single-wielded
Shotgun

A triple-barreled 10-gauge shotgun. Each pull of the trigger fires 3 shells, making
for a weapon with extremely wide spread that tears through individual opponents up
close and can cause damage to a whole squad from afar.

Dark Seraph Rifle

A sniper rifle used by elite enemy stealth specialists known as the Dark
Seraphs. Equipped with a 4x/10x zoom scope, this weapon fires fantastically
powerful shots that can penetrate multiple enemies in a row.

Ghostrider Gun

A stealthy compressed-air-powered railgun used by P.S.I.’s cyborg soldiers
– the Ghostriders. After pressurizing its air tank, the Ghostrider gun fires a
small pellet filled with explosive shrapnel at extremely high velocity towards
its target. Inside a foe, it explodes – gibbing any human enemy and briefly
disabling mechanical ones. In addition, it is equipped with a 10x zoom flipout view screen for more accurate aiming.

Arrow Rifle

Quietly firing nitro-glycerin-tipped arrows, this weapon is capable of rapidly
and stealthily raining down explosive death upon groups of opponents. Two
compressed-air-powered chains catapult arrows forward with deadly speed and
silent accuracy.

P.S.I. Trooper Machinegun

Similar in design to the Thomson sub-machinegun, this weapon is the standardissue rifle of all of P.S.I.’s shock troops. With a blisteringly high fire rate, it is
capable of mowing down waves of enemies.

Automan Cannon

Used by P.S.I.’s 9-foot-tall armored robots – the Automen, this
weapon is horrendously powerful. A single shot from this gun
will explode vehicles, buildings, and anything else that gets in its
way. Woe betide anyone who finds themselves facing an enemy
equipped with one of these.

explosives
Trip Mine

The trip mine functions as both a grenade that can be thrown and a mine that can
be set. When thrown, it explodes after a set period of time. When set, it shoots
out a trip-wire perpendicular to its location. Anyone breaking the trip wire will find
themselves pulverized by a massive explosion.
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ABILITIES
The abilities of the player character and enemies in Damnation have been developed with 3 design goals in
mind:

design goals

• Create a navigational mechanic that makes the player feel like an action movie hero realistically navigating the world.
• Add a new level of fun and excitement to the traditional FPS by allowing level designers to create truly organic worlds
that cover a great deal of vertical distance as well as horizontal.
• Add a new layer of immersive interactivity and strategic decision-making to the traditional FPS by allowing the player to
intuitively and realistically interact with the world around them.
Along with the usual jumping, crouching, using switches of various types, and shooting destructible objects that is
expected of FPS gameplay; the player and their foes can engage in many additional, more dynamic feats that we refer to
as “Physical Abilities,” including such actions as:

Wall Hug

Slide

Pull up onto and move along
thin ledges. Flip upsidedown to reach higher ledges.

Slide down any steep surface

Hand Over Hand

Wall Jump

Move quickly along wires
and long pipes. Raise
legs to move through
small openings.

Jump off walls to gain
extra height.

Vault

Vault over short railings
or thin fences.

Shinny

Shinny along thin
pipes and ledges.
Jump backwards
off of walls or
swing jump off of
pipes

Ladder

Flip around ladders in
addition to climbing up
and sliding down

Rope

Climb and swing on loose ropes. Jump off of taut ropes.
Shoot battens to remove weights from taut ropes to make
them loose.

Zip Line

Zip down long ropes and
cables.
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VEHICLES
The vehicles of Damnation range in speed and size from light, fast motorcycles to lumbering, 10-story-tall
tanks.

Bike

The Bike is a 4-wheeled vehicle that turns using the scissoring action of its wheels. It
is extremely fast and is capable of using friction and centripetal force to ride up walls.
Players will often find themselves in high-speed chases or forced to ride up a wall and
jump from a moving bike to a higher area.

Trike

The Trike is a 3-wheeled 3-passenger attack vehicle developed for use in the
war. With one driver position in the front and 2 rear-gunner positions over the
back wheels, the Trike has replaced cavalry in the world of Damnation. The
player will hijack these and use them similarly to the bike throughout the various
levels. NPCs can accompany them on this vehicle.

Tank

The Tank is a monstrous behemoth. A siege weapon of enormous size, this
vehicle towers ten stories tall and can be equipped with a massive gatling gun
or an artillery gun that fires shells as tall as a man. P.S.I. has brought these
formidable beasts to bear against the cities of Arrowtree and Terra Verte. The
player will need to find a way to climb up to the bridge, kill the crew, and take
command of these in order to use the enemies’ own weapons against it them.

The player will also encounter enemy vehicles of all types, ranging from half-tracks to giant bipedal mechs.
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MULTIPLAYER
Damnation’s multiplayer modes will provide gamers with a whole new FPS experience. By adding the

necessity of holstering weapons in order to use physical abilities, and requiring physical abilities in order to
reach set objectives, whole new strategies and tactics are required for survival. Players will be able to try
their hand on any one of several maps, each built for specific gametypes. Here are a few of the planned
gametypes:

deathmatch and team deathmatch

Kill or be killed. Whether on a team or each for themselves, even veteran FPS players will require careful strategy
in Damnation’s Deathmatch mode. All but the default starting weapons are located far across chasms or high up on
platforms that require the player to climb to them. The more powerful the weapon, the longer and more exposed the
climb. Players must decide whether to go for the stronger weapons, requiring that they make themselves vulnerable as
they climb, or to try to make due with weaker weapons that are easier to reach.

capture the flag

Ride vehicles, shoot, and climb, to reach the enemy base, grab their flag, and return home safely – it seems simple, but in
Damnation it is a very different ball game.
Gameplay Example: Once within the red team’s fortifications, two members of the blue team must lay down cover fire
while a third member climbs a tall ladder to a platform with a box. They defend him as he pushes the box off the platform
and against a tall wall. The blue team picks the red team’s defenders off the wall and then rushes to the box. They all
climb onto the box and vault over the wall.
Gameplay Example: In order to reach the flag, far across a huge chasm, players must get onto a bike and jump it off a
ramp towards a hanging rope; then, in mid-air, they must jump off the bike and grab the rope, sliding down it to the flag
below. Two members of the blue team lay down cover fire while a third one uses a bike to reach the flag. The flag is on
a platform controlled by a switch that requires two people to move. Another blue team member jumps down to the flag,
covered by his buddies. The remaining blue team member at the top covers them as they move the two-person switch
and then return to him with the flag via an elevator only accessible from below.

king of the hill

Players race to see who can get to a raised central objective the fastest and then hold their ground for a set amount of
time. Players will have to choose from a selection of overlapping routes to a central objective. Once at the objective, they
must use their high vantage point to defend their position for a pre-set period of time and pick off other players as they
become vulnerable making their way up to the objective via bridges, ledges, ropes, etc. The defender will have access
to long-range weapons in order to hold their position as well as a series of traps on the way to the objective that can be
activated from the defending position at top. These traps will range from one-time use items, like logs that can be rolled
onto opponents, to multiple-use traps like wrecking balls, that can be used to violently sweep opponents off the side of the
mountain.

race and team race

Who can make it to the end of an obstacle course first? Players will have to ride vehicles, shoot AI-controlled enemies,
and string together long chains of physical abilities in order to reach the end of an extensive gauntlet. Players will start
in separate areas and will take different paths. The paths cross over and under each other, however, giving players
a strategic choice – do they rush to a good sniping point and try to kill their opponents as they pass, or do they push
ahead, relying on their speed and dodging ability to survive? On the Team Race maps, the races are modified to include
obstacles that require multiple people to overcome, like boxes that are too large to move by oneself or bridges that only
extend while a lever is being held – requiring that one player hold the lever while the other crosses. Players are ranked by
their finishing place and by elapsed time.
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ART
DIRECTION
The focus of Damnation’s art design is to create a massive,

compelling world that feels comfortable and realistic to the average
player but that, at the same time, stands out as interestingly fresh
and unique. To that end, the art team has developed a unique mix of period and
cultural influences, coupled with rugged technology, to create intimidating and
engaging environments.
Taking cues from epic Hollywood films like Star Wars and Lord of the Rings,
Damnation generates a believable world filled with layers of intricate detail that
can be leveraged into future properties. Damnation’s art runs the gamut; from
cities that merge Roman architecture with classic Latin-American color and
style, to character designs that showcase the contrast between an idealized
Old West style of the late 1800s and the industrialized Northeast of the early
1900s. Throughout, the world is laced with dangerous and advanced machines
worthy of Mad Max. With this unique blend, Damnation’s art design sets it apart
from more common video game settings such as space colonies, high fantasy,
or modern day cities, while also creating a world that is familiar and flexible
enough to allow for marketability and exciting gameplay.
In addition to the development of the art style, Damnation’s design team has
spent countless hours pouring over nuances of perspective and lighting in order
to make sure that the player never goes for more than a few moments without a breathtaking view. Every environment is
being painstakingly crafted using traditional artistic techniques to engender a sense of awe and wonder in the player.
Damnation tells an epic story which establishes the framework of this world, but hints at a scope far greater than that to
which the player is exposed in the first game. Players will be immersed in a gorgeous, thrilling world of adventure and
discovery that extends far beyond the boundaries of the game.

STORY
Overview

For more than 20 years, the Coalition
and the Nationalists have fought their
bloody war. With war comes technology, and it
has developed at an astonishing pace. The two
armies fight each other with ever more powerful
weapons, yet neither side gains the advantage.
Every time a new weapon is developed, the other
side mysteriously gains the countermeasure.
From behind the scenes, some mysterious force is
manipulating the war for its own purpose.

Plot

We play as Rourke, the disgraced captain of a
fighting regiment. Coming under attack at the city
of Arrowtree by a mechanized force of unknown
Peacemakers: Examples
origin, Rourke’s men are massacred. Somehow,
unconscious on the battlefield, he escapes death. As he is the only survivor, however, he comes under scrutiny and
ultimately goes AWOL to avoid court-martial. Years later, we find him working as a hired gun for a team known as the
Peacemakers. Run by outlaw inventor Charles Babbage, the Peacemakers are an elite force, carrying out guerilla
operations in a secret war of their own against P.S.I. (Prescott Steam Industries) -- the largest military contractor on the
continent. Babbage has discovered that P.S.I. has been prolonging the war by evenly matching both sides against one
another. They sell a new weapon to one side and the appropriate countermeasure to the other. While the Coalition and
Nationalists have their attention diverted, P.S.I. has been slowly taking over areas of the Western Territories. Babbage is
an erstwhile colleague of W.D. Prescott -- the owner of P.S.I. Framed for treason and exiled, Babbage now hides out in a
massive dirigible, sailing the skies above a land upon which he is forbidden to walk.
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Prescott is now ready to make his final strike and has
begun poisoning the water in the West with Pimms
Serum – a drug developed to give soldiers more
courage on the battlefield, but which, when taken in
large amounts, turns the user into a homicidal maniac.
Once the land is clear of its inhabitants, he intends
to sweep in and replace them with his own loyalists,
crush what remains of the split country, and declare
himself C.E.O. of his new industrialized empire.
Rourke and the rest of the Peacemakers now find
themselves in a race against time to foil Prescott’s
plans and save the country. They make their way
from city to city, trying to break Prescott’s supply lines
and thwart him as he begins to wage all-out war on
the westernmost cities of the continent. Along the way
Rourke encounters his lost lover, of whom he has
been having dreams and nightmares, now an unwilling
cyborg assassin sent by Prescott to kill him. Forced
to fight her to save himself, Rourke discovers that
she, at Prescott’s behest, was the one
leading the force that killed Rourke’s
men at Arrowtree. Indeed, she, in a
brief moment of self-possession, was
the one who bore the unconscious
Rourke out of the fray to safety.

P.S.I. Villains: Examples

With his past revealed, it is now up
to Rourke to unmask the true villain
behind the war, avenge his lost
love’s death, and regain his honor.
Ultimately, he makes his way to
Prescott’s main factory-compound
where he defeats the evil industrialist
in single combat before the massed
armies of the Coalition and the
Nationalists – illuminating the truth
behind the war and saving the country
from damnation.

P.S.I. Forces: Examples

Secondary Character Arcs

Each of the Peacemakers has
a fully developed character arc
within Damnation’s overarching
plot. Damnation’s story is filled with
rich and fully developed character
interaction that leverages the game’s
15-hour length to tell a story as
compelling as a great Hollywood
ensemble action film, but with detail
that wouldn’t fit into a movie’s 2-hour
running time. Examples of these arcs
include:
Zagato, Rourke’s main rival, starts
out as a pompous braggart, always
fighting with Rourke for the
spotlight. Over the course
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of the game, he gains respect for Rourke and his own ignoble past is revealed, until finally he finds his true calling and a
place with his people.
Jacqueline “Jack” Babbage (the estranged daughter of Chales Babbage) begins the game on P.S.I.’s side but is
eventually won over to the cause of the Peacemakers. She knows she needs to earn their trust and does everything in
her power to become a valued member of the team. Nonetheless, Selena, her former lover, remains loyal to Prescott and
isn’t about to let the budding romance between Jack and Rourke bloom. Selena vows to win Jack back – even if she has
to kill Jack to do it.
Yakecan (the Peacemakers’ native healer) has an older brother, Akahando, who let himself be captured by Prescott.
Whereas Yakecan is a healer, he is a seer, and Prescott wants to use Akahando’s powers to help him predict and win the
war. Akahando shows Prescott misleading visions, giving his sister time to help Rourke infiltrate P.S.I, where Akahando
helps Rourke unmask Prescott.
Barboza is Babbage’s loyal bodyguard. Addicted to Pimms Serum, he ends up leading the Professor into danger.
Shamed by his weakness, he looks for some way to redeem himself – ultimately resulting in his heroic, and fatal, sacrifice
to save the team at Mesa Dorado.

ENVIRONMENTS
Damnation’s story is an epic journey, ranging from cold mountain peaks to bustling port cities. From desert

mesas to lush river gorges, the player will traverse a stunning assortment of awe-inspiring locales. Here are
just a few of the places that the player’s journey will span:

boomtown

Built in a wide river canyon at the base of
the mountains below Ravensworth Federal
Penitentiary, Boomtown is a thriving mining city.
With all the latest technologies from P.S.I. put
to good use, Boomtown is a smooth-running
industrial operation – that is, until Prescott decides
he’s done with it and pours Pimms Serum into the
water. Now the Peacemakers are forced to fight
the crazed populace in the driving rain as they try
to contact Babbage for extraction.

mesa dorado

For untold centuries, the people of this
secret civilization have hidden their tribe
inside and atop this tall, hollowed-out
mesa. Encrusted with brilliant gold and
jewels, the mesa interior houses a city
wondrous to behold. Currently, however,
Prescott has enslaved the natives and is
shelling the nearby city of Terra Verte from
his new vantage point atop this plateau.
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terra verte

The crown jewel of the west coast, this lively town has
been the port of call for traders by land and sea for
many years. Ancient Mediterranean-style stonework
underlies colorful South American paint and tile,
giving the city a warm feel that hearkens to no one
continent in particular. Recently renovated to contain
a rail system and other modern conveniences, it is
an impressive metropolis. Having been shelled from
Mesa Dorado only a scant few hours ago, the city is in
an uproar as the populace prepares for invasion.

p.s.i.

Far in the frozen north, Prescott’s
factory fortress sits within a hollow
crater on a vast plain of tundra.
Deep chasms and gouges in the
earth spread out from it as it taps
the geothermal power of the planet’s
molten core. Dark, oozing tendrils
of machinery spread out to other
satellite factories -- corrupting and
engulfing anything within reach.

TEAM
Blue Omega Entertainment’s dedication to creating the highest caliber original IP is based on a business
model that allows us to bring together the most talented people for each project.

Key members of the production team for Damnation have worked on Dungeons & Dragons Heroes, Dark
Age of Camelot, Xcom Enforcer, Gunship 3, the Tony Hawk series, and Crash Nitro Cart, as well as working with
Universal Studios and Warner Bros. Studios in the design of theme parks.
The talented artists at Liquid Development lead the art production team and have had their hands in many major releases
in the last 3 years, including the development of next-gen assets for launch titles on both the Xbox 360 and Playstation 3.
The individual team member credits are too many to mention.
With a small core production team that can be quickly expanded and enhanced by top industry professionals depending
on production needs, Blue Omega Entertainment is able to deliver quality gameplay on time, every time.
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